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Why Wikipedia?



Demystification

Or, re-learning how to read a 
Wikipedia article













● Who writes these articles?
● Who moderates Wikipedia?
● Why do people write these articles?
● When should an article be changed?
● What makes an article good or bad?
● Why are we calling these things “articles”?



Despite Wikipedia’s reputation for ad hoc governance, we find 
that its normative evolution is highly conservative. The 
earliest users create norms that both dominate the 
network and persist over time. These core norms govern 
both content and interpersonal interactions using abstract 
principles such as neutrality, verifiability, and assume good 
faith. (1)

“



Most policy pages appear before the bulk of the population 
arrives: over half the policy pages are created by May 2005, 
before the population reaches 20% of its maximum. By the 
time the population does reach its maximum, in March of 
2007, over 80% of the policy pages have already been 
created. (7)

“



Why should you edit?



We find that while women on Wikipedia are covered and 
featured well in many Wikipedia language editions,the way 
women are portrayed starkly differs from the way men are 
portrayed. (1)

“



Articles about women tend to emphasize the fact that they 
are about a woman (i.e., they contain words like “woman”, 
“female” or “lady”), while articles about men don’t contain 
words like “man”, “mascu-line” or “gentleman”. The lower 
salience of male-related words in articles about men can be 
related to the concept of male as the null gender. (5)

“



Example from Invisible 
Women by Caroline Criado 
Pérez



...



Two kinds of gender gap exist within, and do harm to, the 
Wikimedia world: (a) a content gender gap (meaning that 
more men than women are covered in the mainspace content 
of our wikis), and (b) a participation gender gap, meaning 
that more men participate in the peer production communities 
of Wikimedia.

“



From https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Gender_gap 

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Gender_gap








Specifically, the restrictiveness of the encyclopedia’s primary 
quality control mechanism and the algorithmic tools used to 
reject contributions are implicated as key causes of decreased 
newcomer retention. Furthermore, the community’s formal 
mechanisms for norm articulation are shown to have 
calcified against changes—especially changes proposed by 
newer editors. (1)

“



There are only ~120,000 active 
users on Wikipedia.



Also… it’s fun!



You are likely an expert in many 
subjects with incomplete 

articles—common sense is a great 
starting point for deciding when to 

edit.



“Assume good faith”



Wikipedia doesn’t technically have 
a style guide. If you believe in a 

change you’re making, then it is a 
change worth making.



"Ignore all rules" (IAR) is a policy in the English Wikipedia. 
It reads: "If a rule prevents you from improving or 
maintaining Wikipedia, ignore it." (emphasis in original).

“



Close-reading articles on poetry: 
What are the components of a 

successful article?



Organization



Citations



Images (lots of images!)

Use Wikimedia commons to find more images.



Language and conciseness



Quality scale



Quality scale



Some lighthearted resources



Some lighthearted resources



Some lighthearted resources



A quick exercise

● Make a new Wikipedia account
● Visit the project page for this seminar 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:McGill_Poetry_Matters:_Editing_on_Wikipedia:_January_2021) 

● Sign your name in the “Sign up” section
○ Click “Edit source” in the top right
○ Scroll to the “Sign up” section
○ Add a new bullet and write four tildes, i.e.:

■ * ~~~~
○ Click “Publish changes”

● Bonus: Add some infoboxes to your user page
○ Here are some on books: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Userboxes/Media/Books 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:McGill_Poetry_Matters:_Editing_on_Wikipedia:_January_2021
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Thanks!

Email: nathan.drezner@mail.mcgill.ca 
Twitter: @ndrezn

Website: ndrezn.github.io
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